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Imagination and creativity was in abundance this week, especially as the children were
creating Mother’s Day treats. In addition to this though the children were using lots of
materials independently to create and be imaginative. The Beehive children spent a long
time with just a piece of material. Developing a child’s creativity is essential in their
development.

‘The benefits of creative play are endless, as playing freely also allows children to express
their creative ideas and imagination, which is an integral part of learning. It allows them to
learn about and explore the world while sharing their ideas, thoughts, and feelings with their
peers.

This can be a highly beneficial method of learning for children as the best way to learn is by
getting involved and experimenting with new things rather than physically sitting down and
listening.

“Children learn as they play. Most importantly, in play, children learn how to learn.” – O. Fred
Donaldson.

There are many other benefits of creative play that go well beyond the level of enjoyment
that children get from being involved. The main benefit of creative play is that it develops
valuable language and communication skills that they need in everyday life. This sets the
foundation of their skills and knowledge to benefit them in the future whilst helping them
strategise, communicate, and encourage their social skills.

Emotional Development

Children often express their emotions through stories, drawing, painting, or activities rather
than through words. These methods help them to understand their feeling more, particularly
if they otherwise wouldn't express how they feel. Creative play promotes children to integrate
these feelings into activities so that they can creatively express their thoughts and emotions
in a way they are encourages to do so. Through this, they'll be able to articulate their
thoughts and feelings more easily as they grow



Intellectual Development

When getting involved with creative play in the early years, young children can gain basic
problem-solving skills. Creative play boosts their intellectual development by improving their
cognitive skills whilst allowing them to pay attention, process how things work, and analyse
why it works. Recent studies show that children who engage in creative play are more likely
to pay attention to the teacher’s instructions than children who don’t.

Basic problem-solving such as figuring out how things and the world work, will help the little
learners understand more complex problems later on in life. This, in turn, will enable them to
follow instructions, solve problems, and make their own decisions in a much better way.

Physical Development

Creative play benefits physical development in children by improving their fine motor skills
and their control. It also improves their hand-eye coordination, which will help them later on
in life with sports and writing.

Playing with small objects within a creative play area can help them control a pencil or
paintbrush, making it the perfect activity for progressing their early physical development.

Social Development

When engaging in creative play, young children can interact and socialise with their peers as
it’s a great opportunity to share their ideas and imagination with others around them. This
helps with their social interaction skills, basic communication skills, and their confidence too.

All of these skills learnt through creative play will enable them to learn academically, whilst
as a toddler or young child, exploring, discovering, and learning new things can be very
exciting. This is why the best way of learning is through observation and being hands-on!
With so many valuable benefits, can you see why creative play is important for children’s
development and why you should encourage it?’ (Red Monkey Play 2023)



2 year olds

The creative and imaginative streak was also continued with the younger children. They
created their own heart chocolates by melting and pouring into moulds.



They also had a walk around their local area which they all thoroughly enjoyed. The teachers
commented on how well behaved they were. Well done Bumble Bees!



Forest School

At forest school this week, the children were reenacting the story of the 3 Little Pigs. They
collected natural resources from the environment to make the houses. They then hid in them
and Mr P was the big bad wolf and had to find them. They were so excited and loved every
minute of it.

Next week:

● Forest School
● Thursday 23rd March, Superhero Day. Please see information here

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZTxdZsnV8VGd8A1YiCTwxrrf8uTUMo8oYkJCO4-zNas/edit


From the Main Office

BIG TOP BALL 10 JUNE 2023

The PTA are delighted to announce that the table reservations for the annual ball are now
available. So, get your table guests ready! We have managed to keep the ticket prices the
same as last year at £85 each which gives you a 3 course meal and a great evening.

● Each table will require a designated Table Leader. As Table Leader you will be
required to coordinate the payment for the other guests on the table.

● Table Leaders must reserve a table for either 10 or 12 people by sending an email
to pta.ccgs@gmail.com including leader name, table of 10 or 12 and contact
number.

● For those that do not have enough to make up a table of 10 we can create a mixer
table with other guests.  Please advise this via email pta.ccgs@gmail.com

● Information on how to pay for the table will follow but this year we will have a
dedicated payment system.

● On receipt of payment and nearer the time, the table leader will receive a booking
form which needs to be returned with guest names and allergy information.

Absence Reporting

Please report any sickness absence or medical appointments via the school office on 01628
327400 or email juniors@clairescourt.net- thank you.

After School Care Contact Telephone Number from 5pm

If you need to contact the After School Care from 5pm onwards regarding a delay in
collecting your child please telephone 01628 327745.



School Calendar

Please don’t forget to check our online school calendar to see what is happening throughout
the term.

Have a lovely weekend!

https://www.clairescourt.com/calendar/?calid=7,8,9,10,11,12,13&pid=14&viewid=37

